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Abstract Research on inclusive design focuses on designing environments that
account for the diversity in human abilities and conditions. People with autism, for
instance, deal with their environment in a particular way because their different
way of processing information influences their spatial experience. Literature offers
a growing number of concepts to create autism-friendly living environments.
These concepts start from putting people with autism centre stage, yet in their
formulation the autistic person him/herself often risks to disappear from view. This
raises the question what meaning and value these concepts have, and how
designers can use them. The study reported here aims to reconsider these concepts
by refocusing on autistic people themselves. Interviews were conducted with 11
adults with autism who are living more or less independently and were willing to
share their stories about how they (like to) live. On the one hand, analysis of these
interviews shows that concepts of autism-friendly architecture are not indisputable
rules that can be applied straightforwardly, and that one concept may reinforce but
also counteract another. In each particular situation thus a balance must be sought,
which will likely be easier when designing an environment for a single known
inhabitant than when designing for multiple known or potentially unknown
inhabitants. On the other hand, visits to autistic peoples houses often gave a
sobering impression: very common houses where only details suggest that
someone with autism is living there. Often, however, reality often does not reflect
the ideal situation they described. The latter starts not so much from how it should
be, but from how they would like it most, which does not necessarily fit the
traditional view of a good place to live. As a result, this study contributes not only
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to a more nuanced understanding of concepts of autism-friendly architecture found
in literature, but also to a more colourful image of what an autism-friendly living
environment could be.

1 Introduction

Research on inclusive design focuses on designing environments that respect the
diversity of human abilities and conditions. Early studies concentrated on physical
difficulties, and paid little attention to mental or cognitive conditions (Mostafa
2007), which however raise similar questions. People with autism, for instance, deal
with the environment in a particular way because their different way of processing
information influences their spatial experience (Baumers and Heylighen 2010). For
this reason, researchers and architects started developing a vision of autism-friendly
architecture, resulting in a growing number of concepts for creating autism-friendly
living environments. While these concepts are meant to put people with autism
centre stage, through the process of formulation and generalisation the autistic
person him/herself risks once again disappearing from view. This raises questions
as to what meaning and value these concepts have, and how designers can use them.
So our study reconsiders these concepts by refocusing on autistic people themselves
and discussing with them their (ideal) living environment.

The house is described as an individual’s most important anchor in the envi-
ronment, a place offering shelter, privacy, safety, control and status (Coolen 2006).
It is said to be that unique spot in the world where one feels at ease and is fully in
control. But is this also true for independent adults with autism? How do they live,
and are they satisfied with their situation? What could be improved? What
would their ideal place to live look like, and how does it relate to concepts of
autism-friendly architecture? Our study addresses these questions based on
interviews with more or less independently living autistic adults who were willing
to share their stories about how they (would like to) live.

2 Autism-Friendly Architecture in a Nutshell

Concepts found in literature on autism-friendly architecture often relate to sensory
or mental accessibility (Table 1). The former responds to sensory difficulties
autistic people may face for each of the senses: hypersensitivity, hyposensitivity
(Bogdashina 2003) and interference (Grandin 1995). This variety of sensory
challenges inspired the advice to create a neutral environment (Brand 2011). To
compensate for a lack or overload of sensory stimuli, two extra concepts are
advanced: sensory rooms, offering rich multisensory experiences through textures,
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light, colours, sounds etc., and escape spaces, providing privacy and safety to
retreat from too demanding situations (Brand 2011; Vogel 2008).

Each of the senses serves as the basis for more specific guidelines. Difficulties in
processing visual stimuli may increase autistic people’s susceptibility to colours,
visual patterns or artificial lighting (Grandin 1995; Bogdashina 2003). In response
to this, researchers recommend environments that display a great sense of clarity
and order (Brand 2011), e.g. by providing adequate (built-in) storage space (Vogel
2008). People with autism can also be either attracted or extremely sensitive to
certain (mechanical) sounds, or have difficulties distinguishing foreground from
background noise. Therefore, acoustic qualities should well exceed the existing
minimum standards regarding both sounds coming from outside and reverberation
(Mostafa 2010). Finally, when the other senses fail to give an accurate represen-
tation of reality, the way things feel becomes even more important (Grandin 1995).
Therefore materials and textures are well-debated in relation to autism, as is the
feeling of enclosure. Mostafa (2010), for instance, recommends providing small
intimate spaces for quiet activities.

The attention to mental accessibility stems from the observation that for autistic
people, reality can be terribly chaotic and unpredictable. Their struggle to imagine
and anticipate certain situations requires environments to be predictable (Sanchez
et al. 2011), e.g. through clear sight lines or transparency (Ahrentzen and Steele
2009; Brand 2011) offering overview. Besides structure in space, autistic people
are said to require a lot of structure in time (e.g. through routines and schedules).
Mostafa (2010) therefore stresses the importance of consistency, making sure that
there is a place for everything and that everything takes place on the right spot.
Predictability can also be enhanced by comprehensibility: Consistent spaces with a
clear structure and evident clues may offer the necessary support in delineating,
organising and using different spaces (Sanchez et al. 2011). These concepts relate
to the need for controllability: a familiar, predictable environment can offer a hold
and thus increase emotional security and the feeling of control. In this respect,
personal space, psychologically as well as physically, can become highly
important (Ahrentzen and Steele 2009). Communal rooms should be designed with
ample spaces, taking into account that autistic persons’ feeling of being crowded
might differ from the designers’. When situations become too overwhelming, the

Table 1 Selected concepts of autism-friendly architecture [henceforth referred to by]

Sensory accessibility Mental accessibility

Sensory room [S1] Predictability [M1]:
Escape space/privacy [S2] transparency [M1a], overview [M1b]
Clarity and order [S3] Consistency [M2]
Colours and patterns [S4] Comprehensibility [M3]
Natural daylight [S5] Controllability [M4]:

personal space [M4a], exits [M4b]
Sounds from outside [S6]
Enclosure [S7]
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design should allow for retreat to a more sheltered space, e.g. a subtle alcove
or even a completely separated (escape) space (Vogel 2008). To increase the
feeling of controllability, Ahrentzen and Steele (2009) recommend providing
enough exits.

3 Methods and Participants

The way a (home) environment is negotiated, experienced and interpreted, several
authors point out, cannot be accurately measured, quantified or grasped by
straightforward logic (e.g. Bollnow 2011). As we want to understand how autistic
adults (would like to) live, and how this relates to concepts for creating autism-
friendly architecture, we thus adopted a qualitative and interpretive research
approach. Adults with autism were invited to share their story through a call on the
website of an autism knowledge centre, a self-help group for and by autistic adults,
and snowball sampling. Five persons agreed to participate in an in-depth inter-
view—four face-to-face, one through e-mail—where possible combined with a
home visit. In addition, six persons participated in a focus group interview.

All 11 participants (five women, six men), whose name has been changed for
privacy reasons, are more or less independently living adults with (almost) normal
intelligence. John and Ken both live with their parents, Pat with her family; Mike
is in a living-apart-together-relationship and all others live on their own, except for
Maggie and Simon whose children sometimes visit. All live in a single-family
home, be it a detached or semi-detached house or an apartment.

Interviews were semi-structured. The interviewer (the first author) introduced
issues people confront when searching for a place to live, yet went more deeply
into aspects participants brought up. Themes were chosen not to probe concepts of
autism-friendly architecture directly, but to uncover which aspects play a role
indirectly. Therefore the interviewer introduced a selection of concepts in the form
of thematic dilemmas (Table 2), (Other dilemmas could be formulated based on
concepts related to indoor climate, incidence of light, technical installations, etc.,
yet exceed the scope of this study). By presenting two alternatives, she advanced
the concepts not as one solution to be confirmed, but as a trigger to start off the
conversation. The concept of consistency [M2] (Mostafa 2007), for instance, was
introduced by contrasting separate rooms with a loft. Clarity and order [S3]
(Vogel 2008) was contrasted with the possibility of displaying everything.

All interviews were transcribed verbatim and analysed by assigning codes and
categories on varying levels, using both concepts from literature and aspects
arising from the interview itself. The next section reports on the aspects brought up
by the participants in response to the thematic dilemmas, and relates them to the
concepts (see Table 3). Translations of quotes into English are the authors’.
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4 Findings

4.1 Neighbourhood

For most people, choosing a suitable neighbourhood is a first important step when
searching for a place to live. As Mike remarks: ‘Put a perfectly adapted house in a
wrong neighbourhood and it becomes a bad house’. Several factors come into play
here. First, traffic appears often to be a disturbing factor because of the bustle and
noise it causes [S6]. Ken dislikes living along a busy road, and Maggie complains
that the noise in her street ‘makes [her] crazy’ [S2, S6]. Yet some participants live
in a place others would avoid, precisely because of the nuisance. Pat lives next to
the railway, but the trains’ sound does not disturb her that much as she got used to
it as a child. Also, John lives very quietly, he says, while only a few trees separate
his garden from the highway. Apparently one can get used to certain sounds.
Second, human traffic may cause bustle too. Tina likes the area around the central
square in a nearby provincial town to go out, but in the evening there are so many
people there that she could never live there. Maggie minds the kind of people
living in her neighbourhood. She lives in ‘that poor part of Brussels’, where many
drug addicts hang around and waste is disposed of illegally. She liked the area

Table 2 Themes and dilemmas introduced during the interviews

Themes Dilemmas

Neighbourhood Quiet environment versus reachability
Housing type (Detached) house versus apartment

Big garden all around versus view over the city
Layout Separate rooms versus loft
Interior Everything stowed away versus everything displayed

Table 3 Concepts and aspects brought up in discussing themes and dilemmas (Aspects arising
from the interviews themselves are marked with an asterisk)

Themes Dilemmas

Neighbourhood Quiet environment: escape space,
sounds from outside, personal space

Reachability: independence*

Housing type (Detached) house: sounds from outside,
controllability—exits

Apartment: privacy

Big garden all around: sensory room,
privacy

View over the city: predictability—
overview, independence*

Layout Separate rooms: escape space/privacy,
clarity and order, enclosure,
consistency, controllability—
personal space

Loft: natural light; predictability—
overview, controllability—
personal space

Interior Everything stowed away: clarity and
order, colours and patterns

Everything displayed: predictability—
overview, consistency,
comprehensibility
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where she used to live better because many older people were living there. Mike
also appreciates his building being occupied mainly by older people, be it because
their social expectations are limited, while Daniel does everything to make sure
nobody sees him, so that in the evening he can be quietly alone [S2]. Norah by
contrast lives in a quiet area with many young families, and enjoys the activity of
children biking. Once in a while she goes to the small square in front of her house
to talk with her neighbours, which illustrates that the need for quietness [S6] and
personal space [M4a] does not equal ‘autistic people like to be alone’.

This need is further put into a perspective when confronted with reachability.
Most participants live relatively quietly [S6], yet often have to seek a compromise
with reachability, as evidenced by statements like ‘a quiet neighbourhood for
being so close to the centre’. Elaine lives close to a department store parking.
Between 6 and 7 pm, when all cars are leaving, it is quite busy, but afterwards it is
quiet again. A location close to the centre, at walking or biking distance from
facilities, is often put forward as an asset. Yet, what should be reachable and how?
For Pat, who can drive a car, the vicinity of her son’s school is especially
important, as are the connections to where she works. Tina, by contrast, needs
public transport to reach everything, including her work, as she cannot drive. She
takes evening classes, has a busy social life and likes to go out. When no public
transport is available, she has to get home on foot or by bike. John has the ideal
combination of quietness and reachability, he says, although for most facilities he
needs to go to the next village. He likes living quietly in the country. The only
thing scaring him somewhat is his own reachability. Because where he lives is
very isolated, he would need to stand waving 300 m from his house for the
emergency services to find him. Simon used to live in a caravan in the woods, but
moved because the confrontation with loneliness and raw nature aroused many
fears in him. A quiet location often comes with a considerable dependence on
others, Mike notes, which may become a problem too.

4.2 Housing Type

Another dilemma the interviewer introduced regards the housing type: a
(detached) house or an apartment? Besides less space, participants associate
apartments spontaneously with nuisance from neighbours, above and next-door
[S6]. If Maggie’s neighbours quarrel or slam a door, the walls seem to be made of
cardboard. Also in David’s semi-detached house this used to be the case before the
common wall was insulated. For this reason Mike would choose a detached house,
although he does not want to lose the structure of his apartment (see Sect. 4.3).
Another option, Daniel notes, is a corner apartment on the top floor to minimise
the risk of noise from neighbours. Mike had the luck to find one.

The higher an apartment is located, the more beautiful the view. Daniel often
feels locked up by his four concrete walls. An unobstructed view above the tree
line, allowing him to see the city lights afar, could give some feeling of freedom.
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In her fifth floor apartment, Pat very much enjoyed having an endless overview;
she could keep on watching forever [M1b]. A garden somehow remains enclosed;
it is finite wherever you look. For others, the height could come with disadvantages
too. Maggie mentions her fear of fire, which relates to the need for exits [M4b].

Living on the ground floor in turn may cause problems of privacy [S2]. Mike
would dislike it, unless his house is distant from the street. Norah has a front
garden, but finds the intrusive looks of the people in the neighbouring care home
sometimes disturbing. Elaine opted for a studio on the ground floor precisely
because of its little garden. Also in other cases—apartments and houses—the
garden is considered as very pleasant: a place to quietly sit outside, enjoy the sun
[S1], welcome visitors, keep pets or dry laundry. When absent, however, it is not
always missed. For Mike maintaining the garden would really pose a problem,
forcing him to call in help. Ideal for him would be a small terrace with flower
boxes and a seat: it requires little maintenance and yet allows him to sit outside.
Tina pushes the idea a bit further to combine the best of both: most of all she
would like an apartment with a beautiful view and a small roof garden.

4.3 Layout

The next theme introduced during the interviews concern the layout of the house:
multiple smaller rooms or one big open space? John prefers open spaces, in part
due to the fear of dark corners [M1b] he suffered from as a child. Pat’s son Lucas
does not dare to enter a room through a closed door either, because he cannot see
what is behind [M1]. All doors are thus left open, except for the glass door to the
living room. Rounding off corners might be useful to smooth the transition
between spaces, John mentions. He also appreciates it if eating and sitting areas
constitute one whole: when there are visitors he can keep himself in the back-
ground without having to leave the room [M4a]. According to him overview is
important too [M1b]. This is why Maggie prefers not to have walls at all. Being
unable to view the living room from the kitchen or vice versa is inconvenient.
Moreover, the walls create very dark rooms where there are no windows, like the
kitchen [S5]. Pat prefers one big space, but cannot stand always seeing everything,
including the mess [S3]. Therefore she would install sliding doors she can close
when needed. Where she would be able to live, for instance, is in a friend’s loft
which is especially furnished with built-in cupboards to store everything.

Mike, by contrast, clearly prefers separate rooms. He likes the structure of his
current apartment: one living room with sitting area, eating area and desk area,
plus a separate bathroom, kitchen and bedroom [M2]. He especially appreciates
the fact that from his living room he can survey all other functional areas [M1b],
but does not need to as he can simply close the door [S3]. He dislikes a big open
house. He would either refurbish it or install partitions, also because of the size. As
a child, Mike lived with his parents in a large town house. As the doors were
always open, the entire 12 m long ground floor space and big garden behind were
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visible. This seemed way too big for him, especially in combination with the high
ceilings. He prefers the enclosure of smaller lower rooms like the ones in his
apartment [S7].

In the house of Elaine, Tina and Simon, different parts of the space are
demarcated by furniture only. Simon could use a separate room to edit and store
his photographs, but it is not a must. Daniel collected so many books that he had to
turn his bedroom into a library where he sleeps on a mattress on the ground. In his
ideal apartment, however, his library would be his living room, combined with an
eating table and sitting area. To make it cosy, he would separate the library clearly
from his workplace [M2]: a separate study would serve for administration and
paperwork and accommodate his desk with four computers and all kinds of other
stuff. In addition he would like one separate bedroom for himself, and one for
when his nephews stay over.

The need for privacy [S2, M4a] also seems to influence how much space is
needed and how it should be subdivided. Whereas Simon and Mike are happy with
their house now, it would be very different when living together with someone. If
Mike and his girlfriend lived together, concentrating on his work would become
very difficult for him without an extra room. In fact, they would need two hobby
rooms and two living rooms, which is unaffordable. When his son is visiting,
Simon already starts having difficulties after 3 days. Before, when living together
permanently, he missed that space to withdraw, so if he ever considers living
together again, an extra room is definitely needed.

Also Pat needs that space to be able to ‘run away from her family’ [S2, M4a].
She and her husband chose the house because it has high ceilings and the first floor
is spacious enough for a separate hobby and study room, with an extra bed to use
in difficult periods. Smaller rooms than this would not work for her. And yet, a
house can also be too big: David lives alone in his parents’ house. Since all this
unused surface must be maintained and heated, he is considering renting out part
of his house. He prefers not to move because he is so used to living there. Elaine
and Tina find it ideal that their apartment is not too big. Tina is not often at home
anyway, and so cleaning takes less work. Maggie’s children are at boarding school
most of the time. Most of all she would like to live together with others, including
her daughter, in a monastery, assuming that she still has her own room she can
furnish [M4a].

4.4 Interior

In describing their house, participants mention hardly anything about the interior
spontaneously. Apparently the furnishing is not always done purposefully. At
Simon’s and Mike’s it is determined mainly by the outside world, also literally. All
furniture in Mike’s house has been donated by others, except for the desk chair he
uses 99 % of the time. The TV came from his parents, the chairs from his girlfriend
and the table too arrived at others’ insistence. He used to eat at his desk and, before
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meeting his girlfriend, never had visitors, so buying a table would have made the
interior more cluttered [S3]. Now he enjoys his meal more consciously, he notices,
and he less often forgets to eat [M2]. Yet, without a relationship and his parents
constantly wanting to adjust his house, he would not have nor need many of these
things. His interior is a compromise between what he wants and what others want or
consider normal. He has the feeling that he has to adapt to his interior instead of
adapting the interior to himself. Since Simon has difficulties imagining what he
wants, he relies on what he sees and tries to furnish his apartment the way he ‘thinks
it should be’. It is a hotchpotch of Ikea cupboards or shelves which he bought at a
point when he needed them, mainly for practical reasons. Still, if he were moving,
he would try to create the same interior again. After all, he has always lived in the
same type of house and he is now used to it that way [M2].

Although the interior is precisely what one can decide about, not all participants
live in the interior they like most. In a rental house, Tina explains, some things are
impossible or nor allowed. Pat would like the interior of her previous house back:
an austere cuboid with plain white walls and direct warm light [S3–5]. This was
very ‘quiet for [her] head’. Also, Simon would like his interior a bit more sober.
He dislikes too many belongings, so an austere interior would please him more.
Now he gets a feeling of chaos rather than structure. Maggie would like everything
very open with pillows on carpets instead of seats and with big transparent boxes
[M1a]. If Mike did not have to be considerate of others, he would put as little as
possible in his interior because it distracts him. A friend of his lives in a small tent
in his living room [S7, M4], with his mattress and sleeping bag, a small TV and
internet connection. His clothes are put neatly into cardboard boxes with labels
[S3]. Apart from that his apartment is empty. Mike would not go that far, but keep
only his bed and desk, and invest in open bookshelves instead of a TV, chairs, a
table and electronics.

Most important in Daniel’s interior is his library, which he selected and
implemented very consciously. In his previous house he combined grey metal
shelves with colourful wallpaper. After moving to this apartment, he spent 8 years
between grey walls and shelves. When, a few years ago, the shelves started to give
way, he replaced them by beautiful blue Billy bookcases from Ikea, hiding the
concrete walls behind the blue backs. Blue is his favourite colour, but the 2,000
books in his library make it into a very colourful whole. To keep it cosy, he uses
different heights and little spotlights, each lighting a certain part of the library.

Some persons with autism like to order and display everything [M1b], John
points out. In fact he displays most of his stuff too. Behind his bed a bookcase
exhibits his CD’s and DVD’s. At a single glance he can get a complete picture and
think ‘it is a beautiful collection’, without having to open his cupboard. His closed
cabinet is very confusing for him, so he always puts clothes on the wrong pile. He
wonders whether this would be equally difficult in an open wardrobe. Also Mike
had problems keeping everything neatly sorted, and often forgot where everything
was. Therefore he removed the doors from his cabinet and stuck labels every-
where. Now he manages much better to keep everything ordered and keep an eye
on it [M2–3]. In his kitchen, where he uses labels only, it is much messier. If he
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were able, he would remove all doors. For Pat’s son, it would be better to have no
doors on the cupboards or even no cupboards at all: as with other doors, he is
afraid of what could be behind them. Pat would like, most of all, to hide everything
in built-in cupboards in an austere white interior so that she would not have to see
anything [S3–4]. Norah would like that too. David prefers closed cupboards
because he does not need to see the mess, but they make finding things more
difficult again [M1b].

5 Discussion and Conclusion

The stories of independent adults with autism reveal considerable differences in
terms of living situation and housing type, ranging from living alone in a studio in
the city centre to living with a family in a detached country house. In the search for
a place to live, many choices need to be made for which many different arguments
were brought up. Analysing these arguments sheds a more nuanced light on
concepts of autism-friendly living environments. It shows that these concepts are
not indisputable rules that can be applied straightforwardly, but can be interpreted
in different ways and that one concept may reinforce but also counteract another.
An open space may be preferred in order to avoid dark corners and increase
predictability. In terms of controllability, an open space may provide overview and
allow one to withdraw without having to leave the room. Another person may need
separate rooms because they offer structure—a place for everything and everything
taking place on its appropriate spot. The question then arises how far this subdi-
vision of space should go in order to offer such structure. Moreover, other elements
partly influence the preference for such a subdivision. A person may opt for
multiple separate rooms because s/he just likes smaller enclosed spaces. Others
cannot stand too many visual stimuli. In an open space you can see everything,
including the mess. A space could be open if everything were stowed away in
built-in cupboards as part of an austere interior. Yet this makes the environment
less understandable for someone who prefers open cupboards with labels. These
examples suggest that different concepts of autism-friendly architecture are not
independent and that a balance must be sought in each particular situation. What is
at stake, the stories suggest, is creating a living environment for people who have
their own preferences, wishes, etc. Finding this balance will likely be easier when
designing an environment for a single known inhabitant than when designing for
multiple known or unknown potential inhabitants. In the former case, our study
suggests, asking the right questions may already yield a lot of valuable informa-
tion. Designers might even consider using the dilemmas as a tool to figure out the
relative importance of certain concepts for the future inhabitant(s).

On the other hand, visits to participants’ homes often gave a sobering
impression: many of them are very ordinary houses where only details suggest that
someone with autism is living there. Yet, if they were able to completely decide
for themselves, some participants would live completely differently. The ideal
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situation they describe does not often correspond to reality. Because of their
limited income, participants sometimes rent a social apartment. A certain fear
seems to exist as to the quality of such apartments, in terms of acoustics, insu-
lation, smoke, other inhabitants and even their robustness. Sometimes they are
‘built sloppily’, to use Daniel’s words. Despite the limited possibilities, partici-
pants make the most of them to the extent possible. However, the ideal house
remains, for most participants, utopian.

Their ideal situation starts not so much from ‘how it should be (furnished)’, but
from how they would like it most. Living in a monastery may seem out-of-date,
and yet it is Maggie’s future dream. Most of all she would like to live in a
monastery community with her own little place, where she earns her living by
producing and selling things, and the interiors are open with pillows on carpets and
transparent furniture. Mike perhaps would like to live like his friend: camping in
his living room in a small tent with mattress, sleeping bag and as few belongings as
possible. Daniel did furnish his house as he wanted, turning his bedroom into one
big library. His family thinks he has to crawl over the books, but that does not
bother him and he tries to make it as cosy as possible. Someone may thus feel
perfectly O.K. in an environment that does not fit the traditional view of a good
place to live. Our study thus contributes to a more nuanced understanding of
concepts of autism-friendly architecture found in literature, but also to a more
colourful image of what an autism-friendly living environment could be.
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